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administration. This was in fact recognised by His Majesty's
Government who wanted the Commission to communicate
to them in advance the main conclusions to be embodied in
their Report, so that these conclusions could be taken into
account in determining the nature and extent of the Reform
then under contemplation by the Government.
No field of activity would have interested Romesh Dutt
more than that which the Decentralisation Commission was
asked to examine. He was intensely interested, as has al-
ready been noted, in promoting representative institutions
in India and in providing for greater association of Indians
with the making and implementation of vital decisions affect-
ing the country. He had spent about nine years in England
demanding, advocating and pleading for the necessary re-
forms, but in the absence of a constitutional machinery for
making his views felt at the appropriate level in Govern-
ment, he had to be content with knocking at the doors,
closed or half-closed, from outside. Now for the first time
since his retirement from service he had an opportunity to
give expression to his views in an official report which Go-
vernment was morally bound to consider; and not being in
service he was free to do so without the restriction which
service imposed on its members.
There was obviously a certain amount of doubt in the
British Government about how the so-called "radical" views
of Romesh Dutt would fit into the sedate atmosphere of an
official Commission. In October 1907, in a personal letter
addressed to Romesh Dutt, Lord Morley, the then Secretary
of State for India found it necessary to advise him : "I
hope that you will take an active part, but of course if it
should unhappily take a turn—I mean your part in it—of
mere partisanship, it will no doubt prove wholly ineffective.
You will not take it amiss that I should say so much as

